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INCLUSIONS   

• Accommodation - All days stay at hotels, camps or guest houses on Single/double or triple 
sharing basis, as selected 

• Meals - Breakfast and Dinner is included on all days starting breakfast on Day 1 and dinner 
on day 7 of the trip. Traditional Ladakhi lunch at Stok Village on Day 6 of the itinerary. 

• Transportation - Airport Pickup and Drop from Leh is included. Additionally, all 
transportation as per itinerary is included in vehicle as per selection - Tempo Traveller, 
Toyota Innova or Mahindra Xylo/Scorpio. 

• Driver/Guide is included  

• Miscellaneous 

• First Aid Kit 
• Oxygen Cylinder 
• Inner line permit/Manali Green Tribunal Permit 
• Bonfire wherever applicable depends on weather conditions 

EXCLUSIONS 
• Personal Expenses such as telephone charges, laundry, tips, table drinks etc 

• Insurance of any kind - Medical, Accidental or theft 

• Transportation charges (airfare or rail fare) that are not mentioned in ‘Inclusions’ 

• Lunch or any other meal not listed in ‘Inclusions’ 

• Parking and Entry fees for sightseeing’s 

• Any additional cost incurred due to extension or modifications to the trip owing to 
circumstances beyond control such as - natural calamities, roadblocks, union issues, 
(including but not limited to accommodation charges or meal charges for extended stay) 

• Other charges not mentioned in the ‘Inclusions’ section 
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ITINERARY 
Day 1: Arrival in Leh 

Drive to the hotel in Leh. Spend the rest of the day relaxing. Get acclimatized to the weather 
of Leh. Overnight stay in Leh. 

Day 2: Sightseeing in Leh  

Wake up to the beautiful weather of Leh and enjoy breakfast. After breakfast, get ready to 
explore Leh. Visit the Gurdwara Pathar Sahib built in the memory of Guru Nanak. Located 
about 40 kms away from Leh, on the Leh-Kargil road, Gurdwara Pathar Sahib is a high-altitude 
outpost with stunning mountain views. Enjoy the gravity-defying experience of the Magnetic 
Hill. The highlight of your day is a visit to the Sangam, where the Indus River and Zanskar river 
converge, offering a spectacular sight. 

You will also visit the Shanti Stupa, Monastery, Leh Palace and the Hall of Fame. Later in the 
evening, take a stroll through the Leh market. 

After dinner, overnight stay in Leh. 

Day 3: Leh - Nubra Valley 160 Kms | 2-3 Hrs | 17,982 ft 

After breakfast in Leh, head to the beautiful Nubra Valley known for its unique geography of 
river, mountains, land and desert. You will cross the famous Khardung La pass on your way to 
Nubra Valley. 

Enjoy your lunch at North Pullu. There will be a halt at Khalsar, a small village nestled on the 
banks of river Shyok and Hunder. The sand dunes alongside the Shyok river are a sight to 
behold. 

Overnight stay at Nubra. 

Day 4: Nubra Valley - Pangong Tso 150 Kms | 3-4 Hrs | 14,270 ft 

Post breakfast in Nubra, leave for Pangong Tso, where the last scene of the movie ‘3 idiots’ 
was shot. Enjoy your drive alongside the Shyok river. There will be a short halt at Agham. 

Lunch will be served at Durbok village, where the road cuts for Chang La and Pangong Tso. 

Overnight at Pangong Tso. 

Day 5: Pangong Tso - Leh 160 Kms | 5-6 Hrs | 17,590 ft 

Enjoy breakfast with the beautiful view of Pangong Tso. Post breakfast, visit the Shey 
Monastery, built in the 16th century. Enjoy a halt at Tso Ltak, the beautiful unexplored lake 
of Ladakh. This is also where the climb for Chang La begins. Located at an altitude of 17,590 
ft, Chang La is the second highest pass in the world. 

Enjoy lunch at Karu. Overnight stay at Leh. 
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Day 6: Leh - Stok Village 30 kms| 1 Hrs| 10,000 ft 

After breakfast, it is time to explore the Stok Village. The journey from Leh to Stok takes you 
through breathtaking views with lush greens and glistening snow peaks.  

Visit the beautiful Stok Palace, housed on a hill overlooking the valley of Singey Sangpo which 
is truly the symbol of everything Ladakhi. Enjoy a traditional ‘Ladakhi Lunch’ served hot in a 
200-year-old house by a local Ladakhi family. 

Rest for some time. In the evening, walk around the Leh city local Bazar. Overnight stay in 
Leh. 

Day 7: Departure from Leh 

Enjoy your breakfast. Post breakfast, you will get a drop-off to the airport. Have a safe and 
relaxed journey back home. 

 

STAY OPTIONS  

STANDARD HOTELS:  

Leh : Hotel Lumbani/ Basera Inn /Lonchay Villa/ Hotel Taj Ladakh/ La Budha /Abu Palace/ 
Similar  
Nubra: Skylark Nature Resort/Royal Desert Camp/ Sky Ride/De Nubra/ Summer Camp/ Similar 
Pangong: Pangong Holiday/Pangso /100 Sky Camp/Gallexy Camp/Padma Camp/ Similar  

Deluxe Hotels:  

Leh : Hotel Rafica /Dejavu /Evergreen/Imperial Ladakh /Grand Ladakh/ Similar  
Nubra : Royal Deluxe Camp/ Hotel Snow Leopard /Regal Camp/ Apricot Camp/ Similar  
Pangong : Pangong Heritage/ High Lake Camp/ The Kora Eco Resort/ Mentsel Cottage /Gallexy 
Cottage / Similar  

Super Deluxe Hotels:  

Leh: Hotel Paradise Ladakh/ Hotel Samaya / Kesar Palace/Lakrook/ Singee Palace Similar  
Nubra: Wooden Resort/ Nubra Eco lodge / Mystique Meadows Earth Home/ Pebbles Swiss 
camp resort/ Nubra Sarai/ Similar  
Pangong: Lg resort/ Nirvana / Vist Camp/ Pangong Inn/ Man village tourist camp/ Similar 
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